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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dear Organizers, thank you for giving me the opportunit to present a revier on Uranus and Neptuen structure and evolution models. As the evolution of a giant planet is strongly entagled to its atmosphere, I have included a section on Uranus atmosphere and evolution models where I will discuss recent updates. This work has been perfomred in collaboration with Jonathan fortney who computes model atmopsheres I and with people from the University of Rostock-like mandy Bethkenhagen, and US national labs who provide me with ab initio equation of state data for ices. A you will see, our understanding  of Uranus interior and evolution is rather limited a sense that no constent model picture has been found yet, in contrast to Neptune. Thus I have included a small section on Neptune, for which simple interior models can explain the observations. 
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• are Uranus & Neptune similar in internal structure? 

•  bulk composition (ice : rocks : H/He) ?  

•  why is Uranus so faint ?  (and Neptune so luminous ?) 

Mass (MEarth) 14.5 17.1 

Radius (REarth) 4.0 3.85 

mean density (g/cm3) 1.3 1.6 

T1bar (K) 76 72 

heat flux Fint (erg/cm2/s) 42 +/- 49 400 

Uranus and Neptune: key questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key questions we are interested in are, for instance, whether ice giants are similar to each other or not. By mass, radius, and surface temperature, Uranus and Neptune obviosly are similar planets. Howeverm they differ in their internal heat flux by a factor of 10, which might indicate different structures. In partiular, urnaus low heat flu suggests that it is not fully convective and adiabatic but has a stably statified interior. The goal of our model calculations is to specify the extension of such a region an to find a physical origin. furthermore, we lie to know wheter the so called ice giants are acually ice or rock dominated because that iS IMPORTANT FOR UNDERSTANDING The formation of the outer solar system. 
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review: Hubbard & MacFarlane 1980:                
first comprehensive evolution calculations 

• structure: three layer models that failed to reproduce the later Voyager gravity data 

Uranus 

Both planets‘ cooling time was found to be too long by several Gyrs, 
with a longer cooling time for Uranus than for Neptune. 

ice 

H/He 

today‘s 
Tequi 

rocks 

effective temperature (K) 

solar system age 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hubbard and MacFarlane in the late seventies. They assumed a simple three-layer structure with a rocky core, an ice layer, and a hydrogenhelium envelope. Although such models were later ruled out by the Voyager gravity dtaa, they provided important insight into the thermal energy budaged of the planets. So, Hubbard an dMacfarlane computed thethermal evolution by starting from the present state andn foolwing the effective temperateure back in time to the  point where the planets were born, that is where the effetive temperature converges against infinity. The time span yields the cooling time. For Uranus the cooling time was found to be sevaral billions of years longer that the age of the solar system. for Neptune, a SIMILAR BEHAVIOR WAS FOUND BUT NOT AS PRONOUNCED.
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review: Hubbard, Podolak, Stevenson 1995: 
application of Voyager gravity data 
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The Voyager gravity data seem to 
require  the presence of light 
elements in the deep interior. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whe the Voyager gravity data became available, Podolak, Hubbard, and Stevenson revised the structure models. They now required a small abundance of light elements, that is hydrogen and helium, in the deep interior, and some amount of heavy elements, for instance water, in the outer envloep and atmosphere. Otherwise, the gravity data could not be met with the equations of state of that time. Adopting thet standard assumption of giant planets as being convective and adiabatic, they also encountered too long cooling tiimes. In other words, they could only match the age of the solar system if they assumed that Uranus was born cold, which is equivalent to cuttin ogg the cooling curve at THIS point. 
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review: Hubbard, Podolak, Stevenson 1995: 
application of Voyager gravity data 
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Either the planets were born cold,    
or only ~60% (N) , ~40% (U) of the 
interior is convectively unstable. 

 Hubbard et al 1995 in “Neptune and Triton“ 

The Voyager gravity data seem to 
require  the presence of light 
elements in the deep interior. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alternatively they suggested that only about 40% of Uranus‘ interior (and 60% of Neptunes) is in a state of efficient energy transport through convection.  
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review : French+09, Nettelmann 2009:                           
application of water ab initio EOS 
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Teff can be explained by                                       
a convective interior.               

Uranus cools too slowly by several Gyrs.               

Application of ab initio EOS data                   
for water                                                     

shortens Neptune‘s cooling time. 

 French et al. 2009, PRB 

 Fortney & Nettelmann 2010, SSRv 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major change of our understanding of Neptune occured a few years ago. when ab initio equation of state of water were computed. While we  essentially confirmed the former structure models, the new data yielded a cooling time for Neptune in perfect agreeemnt with the age of the solar system , suggesting that Neptune is an adiabatic and fully convective planet, but not  Uranus.
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Modeling giant planets 

Three-layer structure:                                      
two convective, adiabatic, and homogeneous 

envelopes above ice-rock core 
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 Guillot (1999), PSS 

 Nettelmann et al. (2008, 2012), ApJ 
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Standard structure models: method 
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post-Voyager gravity data (Jacobsen 2007, 2009) 

Voyager 

post V 

The observational error bars of J2, J4 could be reduced significantly                  
by long-term ground-based observations of the satellite orbits.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All these models were based on the Voyager gravity data J2 and J4, which had rather large observational error bars. Therefore, the structure models temded to be very similar for both planets. By long term observations of satellites motions these error bars could be significamtly reduced.
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rotation rates of U & N  

For Saturn, Cassini has revealed a change in Period by several minutes.                                        
We no not know wether the U & N Voyager rotation rates are that of the deep interior. 

[Pioneer 11 (J,S); Voyager 1 (J,S), 2 (J,S,U,N), Ulysses (J,S), Galileo (J), Cassini (S)]  

 a) magnetic dipole oscillations (spacecraft) 

                  b) modulation periods of kilometric radio emissions (spacecraft) 

 

  Jup Sat Ura Nep Earth 
          Period (h:m) 9:55 10:39 17:15 16:06  (a, b) 

            wind (m/s) 100 400 >200 400 10 (a, b)    

OBSERVATIONAL METHODS 

RESULTS 

MODIFIED ROTATION RATES 

Helled et al (2010) suggest modification rates obtained from minimization of 
dynamical heights of the 0.1-bar level and of the wind speeds. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All these models were based on the Voyager gravity data J2 and J4, which had rather large observational error bars. Therefore, the structure models temded to be very similar for both planets. By long term observations of satellites motions these error bars could be significamtly reduced.
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Application of Jacobson gravity data and of             
modified rotation rates of –40 min (U) and + 1h20 (N) 

Standard models. Large error bars of 
Neptune‘s J2, J4  prevent conclusion 
about dis/similar internal structures. 

 Helled, Anderson, Schubert 2010, Icarus 

 Nettelmann, Helled, Fortney, Redmer  2013. PSS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we still find an overlap of the solutions in terms of ice mass fractions in the outer and in the inner envelope as shown in this figure, the more accureta gravity data allow for only modest ice mass fractions in Uranus outer envleope adn  atmopshrere, while high ice mass fraction of to 50% are possible for Naptune. This trend becomes even stringer when we apply the modiffies rotation rates as discuusee by Helled etal.We are now seeking for reasins why Neptune may be convective bit Uranus not. One possibility to consider is that they have different internal structure. The most different structures we can find are illustrated here:  
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Application of Jacobson gravity data and of             
modified rotation rates of –40 min (U) and + 1h20 (N) 

Standard models. Large error bars of 
Neptune‘s J2, J4  prevent conclusion 
about similar internal structures. 

 Helled, Anderson, Schubert 2010, Icarus 

 Nettelmann, Helled, Fortney, Redmer  2013. PSS 

SCIENCE GOAL: determining the 
(dis)similarity between U&N 

 

REQUIRED:                                                   

• tighter error bars on Neptune‘s 
gravitational harmonics J2, J4 

polar orbiter 

• rotation period of the magnetic fields 
of both U&N 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we still find an overlap of the solutions in terms of ice mass fractions in the outer and in the inner envelope as shown in this figure, the more accureta gravity data allow for only modest ice mass fractions in Uranus outer envleope adn  atmopshrere, while high ice mass fraction of to 50% are possible for Naptune. This trend becomes even stringer when we apply the modiffies rotation rates as discuusee by Helled etal.We are now seeking for reasins why Neptune may be convective bit Uranus not. One possibility to consider is that they have different internal structure. The most different structures we can find are illustrated here:  
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New EOS                      
for light ices (CH4, NH3) 
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Phase diagrams of ices,  and a Neptune model  
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CH4 phase diagram 
H2O phase diagram 

 Hamel (priv. comm. 2013)  Redmer et al 2010 

 Bethkenhagen, French, Redmer (2013) 

NH3 phase diagram 
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Uranus standard models with CH4-NH3-H2O deep interior 

The lower densities of CH4, NH3 compared to H2O allow to add more Z-material                  
into the inner envelope (~99%) 

   ~2000 K    
0.1 Mbar 

   ~4500 K    
5.5 Mbar 
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Uranus adiabatic models with CH4-NH3-H2O deep interior 

   ~4500 K    
5.5 Mbar 

   ~2000 K    
0.1 Mbar 

Voyager  rotation data 
Jacobsen gravity data 

The lower densities of CH4, NH3 compared to H2O allow to add more Z-material                  
into the inner envelope (~99%) 
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Challenge 1:                  
Uranus‘ low heat flux 
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The Uranus Faintness Problem 

Why do we consider Uranus to be faint given thatTeff (Ura) ~ Teff (Nep) ~ 59 K ? 

• low intrinsic flux: Fint (Ura) = 0 - 0.25 x Fint (Nep) 

• adiabatic, homogeneous models predict a larger-than-observed flux 

Explanation candidates for Uranus‘ faintness:  
• stably stratified interior 

• heat flux from the stable layer ? 

• size of the stable layer? multiple stable layers ? 

• why Uranus and not Neptune?  “Neptune-brightness-problem“ 

• solar incident flux,  σTeq4   (Hubbard 1977) 

•Teff4 – Teq4  ~ 0 ,   or  > 0? 

• atmospheric properties 

• winterside cooling? 

• seasonal meridional energy balance?                                                                         
 Friedson & Ingersoll (1987)  
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The uncertainty in Uranus‘ heat flux results from 
uncertainties in the Bond Albedo and in Teff. 

4
int intF Tσ=4 4

int ( )eff eqF T Tσ= − ( )24 4(1/ 4)(1 ) /eqT A R a Tσ σ= −  
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The uncertainty in Uranus‘ heat flux results from 
uncertainties in the Bond Albedo and in Teff. 

4
int intF Tσ=4 4

int ( )eff eqF T Tσ= − ( )24 4(1/ 4)(1 ) /eqT A R a Tσ σ= −  

 

Maybe the Uranus-faintness Problem disappers                      
if we consider the 3-4σ error bars in Teff and A? 
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Standard evolution models with high todays‘ Fint values 
also fail to match Uranus‘ known cooling time of ~ 4.5 Gyr 

model atmosphere:  

 Fortney et al 2011 , 
extended 

Teff=59.1 K 
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The layer boundary between the H/He outer and the ice-
rich deep interior is likely stably stratified and insulating 
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Maybe the Uranus-
faintness Problem 

disappers if we surpress 
the heat flow from the            
ice-rich deep interior? 
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Standard evolution models with low todays‘ Fint values 
also fail to match Uranus‘ known cooling time of ~ 4.5 Gyr 
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OBSERVATIONS:  

tighter constraints on Bond Albedo A and on Teff  will help to develop an 
evolution path to the current state (Teff) of U & N.  

REQUIRED:  

improved thermal evolution models for U & N that include 

• the heat flux through a stably stratified layer 

• smoothing of the compositional gradient over time through diffusion 

• time-scales for convective periods and for stable periods 

time   

H2   He   

water, 
ammonia, 
methane 

   H, 
He   

modelers have not yet developed a self-consistent model 
that matches today‘s Fint within error bars 
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Challenge 2:  
atmospheric abundances 
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• atmospheric D/H ratio 2x solar, measured from (HD/H2)  

• deuterium in U & N is assumed to result from D-enriched ices 

• observed D/H can be used to infer (D/H) in ices in U & N.  

(D/H) (D/H)
(D/H)

1
obs proto

ices

f
f

−
=

−

( )icef f Z=

 Feuchtgruber et al 2013, A&A 

D/H ratio measured in the atmospheres of U & N 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A nice methid to distinguish between ice.and rock ricj mdoels has recently been proposed by feuchtgruper etal. 
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Neptune:  measured atmospheric D/H is consistent with the 
atmospheric ice mass fraction of ice-rich structure models. 
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 Feuchtgruber et al 2013, A&A 
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D/H in the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune  
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Uranus:  mismatch suggests a strongly super-adiabatic outer 
envelope. 
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 Feuchtgruber et al 2013, A&A 
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Neptune:  atmospheric  O / H   

The O/H derived from measured CO seems larger than allowed by                 
standard structure models. This may indicate a warmer-than adiabatic interior. 
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Neptune:  atmospheric  O / H   

The O/H derived from measured CO seems larger than allowed by                 
standard structure models. This may indicate a warmer-than adiabatic interior. 

 

SCIENCE GOAL: checking the standard assumption of an adiabatic 
interior for Neptune as a proxy for extrasolar (mini-)Neptunes 

REQUIRED OBSERVATION: O/H below the cloud deck from remote 
sensing? 
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SCIENCE GOAL: determine if U&N have dis/similar internal structures 

REQUIRED:  a) accurate gravitational coefficients J2, J4 for Neptune 

       b) rotation rates of both planets again  

 YIELD: dis/similar internal density distributions 

Summary  

fundamentally REQUIRED:   

improved thermal evolution models foir U & N  

computation of EOS, phase diagrams, material properties of ices... 
(LLivermoreNL, U Rostock) 

SCIENCE GOAL: is the standard assumption of adiabatic interiors 
appropriate for Neptune-sized planets? 

REQUIRED: observationally determined atmospheric abundances,                
O/H below the cloud decks  
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Appendix 
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Uranus challenge:      thermal evolution 
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Neptune‘s compositional gradient may be  

i) deeper inside (1 Mbar)                                 
ii) less pronounced 
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 Nettelmann, Helled, Fortney, Redmer  2013 

 Chau, Hamel, Nellis 2011 
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dissimilar adiabatic, convective internal structures?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uranus may have gradual increase in heavvy element abundance from about 10% in the atmosphere to 95% in the inner envelope. If this increase occurs vertically hstretched , it causes an inhomogeneous transition region where convection may be suppressed and thus the heat flow reduced. In Neptune, the change in heavy element abundace may be less drastical but sharp, so that the structure remains quasi-adiabatic and heat transport efficient.
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What may cause a stable interior below ~ 0.5 Rp in 
Uranus, but not in Neptune? 
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H 

1)  A strong, extended compositional gradient ?  
 problem: structure models require the 
 gradient to be at  ~0.8 RU, not at 0.5 RU;
 could apply to Neptune, too 

2) diamond sedimentation? 
 problem: all carbon settles down, without 
 leaving behind a gradient in composition;  
 should apply to Neptune, too 

Uranus 
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diamond 

H   He 
s t a b l e 

0.8 RU, ~0.9 MU 

Neptune 

3200 K 
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  Chau, Hamel, Nellis 2011, PNAS 

C-N chain 
formation in 
synthetic 
Uranus 
mixture 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can such a compositional gradient in Uranus explain its low heat flux? Well, the answer at present is NO because it would exlude the inner 90% of the mass from effiecient convection, whitch is inconsistemt with the 60% boundary from the evolution calculations of Pofolak et al. Another option is sedimenation of abundant amaterial such as Helium or carbon. Under the pressure-te,perature conditions Uranus and Neptune, both He ium and carbson may be immiscible as predicted by ab initio calculations. But I need to caution that such immicilbility calculations have not yet been performed for complex mixtures, and these processes would then likey occur in both planets and not just in Uranus.
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Big Picture (?) for Uranus 

From magnetic field models 
(Stanley & Bloxham 2004,6) 
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convection / stability in giant planets 

1
0

compositional gradient~
super-adiabaticityT T ad

R µ µα
α

− ∇
=

∇ − ∇

T ad∇ − ∇

  Leconte & Chabrier (2012) : A new vision of giant planet interiors 
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